Thenewrepublics
JOHN MATEER

everal years ago the director of Perth
Institute of ContemporaryArts told me
of plans for this exhibition. At that
time the notion of Australia, South Africa
and Canada as three of the world's 'new
republics'was exciting: there was the feeling
- even just those few years ago - that'the
emerging New South Africa was reioining
the so-called world community and the
Commonwealth and ioining the other exBritish colonies as an emancipated country'
The New South Africa appeared as though it
r*,ould be, like its siblings, Canada and
Australia, one of the most Powerful
members of the Commonwealth, and with
them it would stand as an examPle of
successful post-colonial nationhoodWhile some Post-colonial theorists are
still considering the definitions of tireir field,
whether post-colonialism differs from or is
an effect of neo-colonialism and whether the
cultures of Australia, Qanada and South
Africa are colonial or 'settler' cultures, the
political circumstances in those countries
have changed from what they appearedto be
a few years ago. In Australia today, the
notion of this country as a post-colonialnew
republic must strike any thinking person as
replete with severallevels of irony. To have
artists of these three vastly different nations
exhibited under the title The nev' republics
exhibition,
automatically dates the
suggesting that its conceptual frame is
largely out-of-date. What seemed exciting
and logical three years ago, that ex-British
subjectsin the Commonwealth would find a
common language in the process of decolonialisation,now gives the impression of
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imperialism, gender,semal and racepolitics,
and economics.Of courseother issueswould
impinge on those, though not sufficiently to
disrupt them as coherentthemes. I think this
approach is useful and shows a curatorial
acumen, but I felt that it was problematic in
that the more carefully I consideredhow the
works of the various artists integrated into
their respective national traditions, the less
effective I found the curators' thematic
connections.
Repeatedly I found myself, as a person
who has lived in the three countries,
interrupting the act of making what
a curious inversion'
to be obvious connectionsbetween
appeared
On initial viewing, it seemed to me that
For example, I found mYself
issues.
this show,while it was a vision of art in light
elucidating the difference between the
of 'the empire writing back to the centre',
emasculationof Aboriginal men portrayedin
was actually evidence of the centre
the rough, immediate painting of Richard
organizing the debates in the colonies
Bell, Acronym:AVO, CSA,etc,and the abiect
around its own concerns.It seemedto me
violenceexposedin Sue Williamson's Trulh
that Sunil Gupta's and Clare Williamson's
gomes,her photo panels about the Truth and
selectionof artists was the act of picturing
ReconciliationCommission.
the goings-on in distant Australia, South
Superficially, the violence directed
Africa and Canadafor a centralized,perhaps
against the indigenouspeople is 'more or
London,art audience.As such,the exhibition
less' the same, yet the causesand contexts
can be read through the general themes of

are profoundly different. The reason why an
activist would have been murdered in South
Africa during the Emergency Period n'ould
have been that he or she might have been an
agent of actual politically motivated violence
againstthe current government,whereasthe
reason why an Aboriginal activist would be
emasculatedin present-dayAustralia would
be becausehe symbolizesa threat to current
norms. I can appreciate that noting
commonalities across nations is important
as it facilitates a recognition that the various
exploitations are effects of political, or, better
said, imperial, ambitions. Yet it is unsettling
to me to witness the political circumstances
in which a contemporaryAboriginal artist is
creating a statement of spiritual and
psychologicaldespair apparently related to a
white South African artist's memorializing
of the murder and deaths of black South
African activistsand leadersduring a period
in that nation's history which was in effecta
civil war. The two are similar, but
compellinglydifferent.The first is an effect
of what is, thus far, an intractablesituation
worsened by governmental intransigence
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positionin tlrat tlteir work is lairly wellkrrown arrd these works may be locatedin
relatiorrto local concerns.Despiteknowing
the workso[ most of the otherartistsas well,
I felt that the works were, aside from tlreir
reflections on the large issues oI postcoloniality,strangelyfree of context.
This feeling was reinforced looking at
Gordon Bennett'sseriesof paintings. Based
on the notion oF the grid, these paintings
draw on the 'icons' of Western art history,
Malevich and Mondrian, while also being
black
statements, their
national
cartoons/silhouettes details taken from
modernist Australian painting. They are
commentaries on the politics of white
Australian contemporary art's complicated
relatiqnship to international Modern artBennett'sallusion to Malevich may causethe
Australian viewer to reflect on fohn Nixon's
appropriation of the 'transcendental' black
cross. What does a black cross mean in
Australia? And the title of one of the
paintings, Black swqn of tresposs.makes
reference to the Ern Malley poem, 'Durer:
Innsbruck, r49S', the last five lines of which
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'racist'/Western
and
a
economic
infrastructure, and the second is an
apparently similar situation, but one in
which the powers-of-the-day chose to act
extremely brutally, instituting martial law,
cordoning
cities,
imprisoning
and
murdering opponents. It is obvious that
there is a rhetorical power gained by the
connection of
situations.
the two
(Australians, I fear, will be hearing this
comparison more and more in the months
leading up to the Olympics.) I am concerned,
however, that this kind of analogy of
extremes can cause the viewer of this
exhibition to see more points of common
interest than there actually are in the cultures
of these Australian, South African and
Canadian artists. I almost feel that there are
artists throughout the world, be they Ietin
American, Asian or Central European,
whose works could be incorporated into this
exhibition without disrupting the stmcture
of its concerns. When I lboked at the photo of
feff Benzien, the South African assassin, in
the panel "Tony Yengeni' from Williamson's
series Truth gotnes, t easily saw that the
person he has trussed on the floor in front of
him could be any oppressed person, a black
londoner on the floor of a cell in Brixton or

Ietino splayedon the road in front of a police
car in one of those television shows
composed of police videos. That reading of
the image would not do justice to its
uniqueness and to the profound importance
that that image had and has for South
African national consciousness.When at the
TRC hearing Benzien assumed the pose in
the photo, kneeling over a face-down man
whose head was covered by a cloth, and
demonstrated how he would usually'extract
a confession', he illustrated to the nation the
simplicity of the government's 'evil'. That
photo is not merely one which portrays an
instance of generalized racist or political
violence, rather it is one that consolidates
and states the actuality and particularity of a
nation's history.
On subsequent viewings, I paid less
attention to the frame of the curatorial
overview and more to the works themselves.
The primary difficulty for the viewer of this
exhibition is the fact that eaeh ar':ist is only
represented by a small number of works. To
understand the ideologicd significance and
aesthetic advances of any of the works
requires, to a large extent, a previous
knowledge of the artists' work. The
Australian artists Gordon Bennett, Fiona

read:
'Now I find that I have shrunk
To an interloper, robber of dead
men's dream,
I had read in books that art is not easy
But no one warned that the mind repeats
In its ignorance the vision of others. I
am still
the black swan of trespasson
alien waters.'
Bennett's work is intensely and fruitfirlly
referential. How much uf this is
comprehensible without an understanding
of the trajectory of his earlier monumental
History paintings? And how can a viewer
appreciate Bennett's deconstruction of the
position of the Australian Aboriginal Artist
without attending to the profoundity of his
allusion to that Modernist fraud Ern Malley?
These questions may also be asked of
Moshekwa langa, Clive van den Berg and
Trevor Gould, the three of whom are
represented by works that give little
indication of their oeuvres. Langa is
representedby trvo large photographs, one of
which is hauntingly similar to a painting of
the corpse of SteveBiko by the South African
Paul Stopforth and the other which is more
ambiguous, being of someone who is facedown on the floor, possibly in supplication of
some hnd. He could be in the midst of being
initiated in the church, in the midst of a
search in a prison cell, it is impossible to say.
How does this relate to his work as published
in Sue Williamson's book Artin SouthAfica:
the Future Present,those works of urban
refuse, sellotape, bubblewrap, stained
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cement sacks that appear to be a kind of
'poor art') Van den Berg is representedby a
video which is in keeping with his current
interest in installation, but I would like to
know why that is his current mode of
expression when for many years he was one
of South Africa's finest painters, a painter of
hallucinogenic nocturnal landscapes.Trevor
Gould, though his work - like that of
Dominique Blain - is only known to me
from the fohannesburg Biennale, is also
quite hard to place. His small installation
with associated watercolours gives the
impression of being part of a larger project, a
project in which the allusions to Canadian
explorers, London's Kew Gardens and the
exploitation of flora would have obvious
ramifications. But how can I be surel
Fortunately, despite these shortcomings,
most of the works are sufliciently dynamic to
be meaningful under the title The new
republics.In reviewing the difliculties of this
exhibition, t found myself returning to
certain works, reconsidering them and
developing connections. I found that there
were other associations in this show, ones
that t feel shed a different light on its issues.
There is, on the level of device, a pointed
awareness of the use of stereotypes in
representation. There is masculinity, in Clive
van den Berg's video of homosexual love
between a Boer and a British soldier; gender,
ir iift-Me Yoon's two iarge photo-panels of
herself and her mother looking into and out
of Canadian landscape paintings; race, in
Gordon Bennett's and Richard Bell's
blacKella shadows and Brett Murray's popart silhouettes of African faces in profile and
the migrant identity, in Leila Suiir's narrative
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film Dreamsof the nighrcleaners.In Elizabcth
Gertsakis' Peforote rcation series a single
stamp is enlarged so that it is the size of an
entire sheet of stamps and in Dominique
Blain's Hoison two pictures - one of a
colonial being hoisted on or off a ship in a
chair and the other of native colonial oflicers
clearing a crowd of 'restless natives' counterbalance each other, visually and
actuaiiy, as if they represent the loading of
export cargo. In Gertsakis and Blain
imperialism is represented as the creation of
an iconography. More interesting to me,
however, were those works that operated at a
slight remove from these conventionally
post-colonial issues.
Fiona Hall's now well-recognized sardine
can series, Paradisius krrestris, where each
can contains the flourishing, sexud parts of
the human anatomy and protruding from
the top of the can is a beautiful sculpted
example of exotic vegetation,was particularly
engaging. The information panel beside the
sculptures presents the titles of the works
following this scheme: Aboriginal name,
name of the Aboriginal language, boanicd
name (in Latin), and the common name (in
English). The small scde of the works, their
apparent sensuality and modesty, draws the
viewer in to contemplate micro-connections.
The softness and intimacy of the silvery
penis or breast in the can is akin to the sexual
qualities of the plants. In looking'af
Yurlumkuru
(Warlpiri)/
Xonthorrhea
thomtonni/ black boy, for example, once the
viewer recognizes this relationship a senseof
actuality of place is realized. I remembered
actual places where I have obsened grass
trees. I remembered their textures, their

tlre probletnof
presenceAnd I renrembered
narning them: What shotrldthey be called?
Horv may one name them? I remembered
t h a t m a n y p e o p l e n o l o n g e r ca l l th e m
blackboysfor 'political reasotts'.Hall's work
makes a point about our relationshipto the
particularityof place.On one level,that of the
On the level
visual,flora is merelydecorative.
of language,the questionof culture is raised
-'What does that name mean?'.And on the
third level, that of the physical, flora is
analogousto our own, most basicdifference,
that of sex. Placing thesethree factorswithin
the issue of post-colonialitydoes not entirely
do them iustice, yet, maybe paradoxically,
they are definitely signs of the post-colonial.
The only native Canadian artists included
in this exhibition, Rebeccaand Kenny Baird,
also take the natural as a field of reference.
Their works, a number of silkscreen prints
titled Land/listen, include images of native
American and First People icons screetled
over a map of continental North America.
Tellingly, two details stand out from those
prints: the fact that much of the maps mark
out tl.re natural distribution of the black and
white spruce and a street map of inner city
Toronto showing the sites of streams,rivers
and ponds in ry93 and today.The maps also
include the names of the First Nations and
the lands as divided up by treaties. I was
struck by the reference to Nature. Their
works reminded me of the ideas of the
American poet Gaty Snyder, an active
promoter of the notion that communities
and countries should have their territory
defined by natural limits, by the watersheC
by the practicalities of dimate and by the
reach of vegetation, in short, not by politics,
but by the relationships establishednaturally
by geography.
In contemplating this exhibition which
makes a daim for The ncw republics,for a new
dispensation, an inclusive,
political
'multicultural', international politics, I am
pleasedto note that for some artists Nature is
returning almost as an alternative to the
conceptualization of self and nation. It may
be that'Nature is returning as an indication
of the reality of territories and of the
persistant substantiality of the gentle,
human body.
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